Being in a union guarantees:

**VOICE IN CONTRACTS**

As union members, we have a voice in our union contract. We vote on our wages, benefits, and working conditions, such as rules for promotions, layoffs and recalls, and discipline.

Union members elect their bargaining committee and vote whether to accept a contract.

**REPRESENTATION**

Union members have the right to elect their steward or run for stewardship themselves.

**VOICE IN PUBLIC POLICY**

SEIU Local 73 members have a powerful voice in government, which affects everything from our pensions and health care to our communities.

Union members make the recommendations for endorsing candidates and legislation. Our power comes from pooling our votes and our dollars.

---

*THE UNION DIFFERENCE*

We are 31,000 strong. Here’s why!

“My recent raise, won by our union, means that I can continue to do work that is meaningful to me […] I feel very motivated and connected to the union’s efforts to fight for change within the relationship between management and workers."

**Hannah Aron, Clinician II, Jewish Federation**

“We have strong lines of communication with our committed Union Organizers who structure the process so that our voices are heard and contracts are enforced. Management is seeing a new era of Local 73 that will not allow violations to our contracts be swept under the rug."

**Mirella Campos, Medical Assistant, UIC**

---

**BECOME A MEMBER**

[BIT.LY/BECOMEAMEMBERL73](https://bit.ly/becomesieul73)